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Abstract
With the increasing concern over the energy expenditure due to rapid ICT expansion and growth of Internet traffic
volume, there is a growing trend towards developing energy-efficient ICT solutions. Passive Optical Network (PON),
which is regarded as a key enabler to facilitate high speed broadband connection to individual subscribers, is considered
as one of the energy-efficient access network technologies. However, an immense amount of research effort can be
noticed in academia and industries to make PON more energy-efficient. In this paper, we aim at improving energy
saving performance of Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)-PON, which is the most widely deployed PON technology
throughout the world. A commonly used approach to make TDM-PON energy-efficient is to use sleep mode in Optical
Network Units (ONUs), which are the customer premises equipment of a TDM-PON system. However, there is a strong
trade-off relationship between traffic delay performance of an ONU and its energy saving (the longer the sleep interval
length of an ONU, the lower its energy consumption, but the higher the traffic delay, and vice versa). In this paper, we
propose an Energy-efficient Uplink and Downlink Delay Aware (EUDDA) scheme for TDM-PON system. Prime object
of EUDDA is to meet both downlink and uplink traffic delay requirement while maximizing energy saving performance
of ONUs as much as possible. In EUDDA, traffic delay requirement is given more priority over energy saving. Even
so, it still can improve energy saving of ONUs noticeably. We evaluate performance of EUDDA in front of two existing
solutions in terms of traffic delay, jitter, and ONU energy consumption. The performance results show that EUDDA
significantly outperforms the other existing solutions.
c© 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Recent studies (e.g. [1, 2]) reveal that there is a stupendous growth of CO2 footprint due to rapid ex-
pansion of ICT. It is worth noticing that currently ICT is responsible for consuming 8% of total electricity
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Fig. 1: Generic TDM-PON Architecture.
consumption in the world [3]. This has triggered many research initiatives which have led to develop energy-
efficient protocols and hardware development in order to minimize energy consumption of network equip-
ment. Researchers from both industries and academia have centered their efforts on maximizing energy-
efficiency of core and access network equipment. Recently, one of the most interesting findings associated
with network utilization is presented in [2]. Authors in [2] impart that around 70% of overall Internet en-
ergy consumption is consumed by access network equipment. However, utilization of these equipment is
only around 15% [4, 5]. Consequently, in recent years, there has been an increasing interest in developing
energy-efficient protocol and hardware design for access network equipment.
To date, there are several access network technologies, such as Passive Optical Networks (PON), World-
wide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) and Digital Subscriber
Line (DSL). Among these access network technologies, PON is considered as a very promising technology.
This is because PON provides not only huge data rate (up to the order of Gbps) but also it consumes signifi-
cantly less energy compared to other technologies like WiMAX [6, 7]. Among different PON architectures,
such as Wavelength-Division Multiplexing-PON (WDM-PON), Time Division Multiplexing-PON (TDM-
PON) and Hybrid WDM/TDM-PON, TDM-PON has been widely deployed in many countries (e.g. China,
Korea, and Taiwan).
A generic TDM-PON (e.g. Ethernet PON (EPON) and Gigabit-capable PON (GPON)) is composed
of an Optical Line Terminal (OLT) (centralized intelligence of a TDM-PON), a passive splitter and several
Optical Network Units (ONUs), which are installed at user premises, as depicted in Fig. 1. The splitting
ratio of a passive splitter in a TDM-PON is termed as 1:n, where n can be 16, 32, 64 or 128 ONUs. A TDM-
PON architecture employs a single wavelength in the downlink direction (OLT to the ONUs), whereas a
separate wavelength is deployed for uplink communication (ONUs to the OLT). In a TDM-PON, downlink
is broadcast-and-select mechanism. The OLT marks the downlink traffic with a unique identifier, so that
each of the ONUs can identify its corresponding traffic (e.g. in EPON, an OLT uses a unique Logical Link
Identifier (LLID) [8]). On the other hand, the OLT controls the uplink transmission of all connected ONUs
by assigning grant time in time domain for each ONU to send its uplink traffic. In this manner, a TDM-
PON can secure that an uplink traffic conflict will not occur. Thereby, an ONU sends bandwidth request
message to inform the OLT its uplink bandwidth requirement. The OLT collects all bandwidth requests
from its connected ONUs and uses Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) algorithm to measure upstream
transmission slots for each of the ONUs. After calculating transmission slots, the OLT notifies the ONUs.
Although PON is more energy-efficient compared to other access technologies, there is a big room to
improve its energy saving performance while meeting Quality of Service (QoS) of its traffic [6, 7]. Findings
in [9] reveal that ONUs are responsible for 65% power consumption of a PON system. The earlier standards
(e.g. IEEE 802.3ah [8]) consider that ONUs should be kept always on. It is because in the downlink
direction of a TDM-PON is true broadcast. An ONU never knows when the OLT will have traffic to send.
Consequently, an ONU needs to be always on to receive downlink traffic, thus wasting energy unnecessarily.
Researchers have pointed out this limitation of the earlier TDM-PON standards and they have come up with
sleep mode mechanism and low-power-consuming optical transceivers for ONUs in order to reduce energy
consumption.
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One of the widely applied approaches used for ONUs of TDM-PONs to improve energy saving perfor-
mance is sleep mode in which an ONU switches off its power hungry components during a defined amount
of time [7, 10]. Although sleep mode is an efficient approach to design an energy-efficient TDM-PON, it
could affect traffic delay performance significantly if sleep interval lengths of ONUs are not carefully de-
cided. In fact, an ONU’s sleep interval length brings a trade off relationship: the longer the sleep interval
length of an ONU, the less energy it consumes, but the higher the traffic delay, and vice versa [7]. There-
fore, to date, many researchers have centered their efforts in developing sleep mode deciding algorithms
(e.g. [6, 7, 11–15]). Energy saving in TDM-PONs has gained attention of different standardization bod-
ies. For example, ITU-T G.sup 45 [16] has introduced four different power saving techniques for an ONU:
power shedding, doze mode, deep sleep mode and fast sleep (these four power saving techniques are briefly
explained in Section 2).
When an ONU in a TDM-PON uses sleep mode to improve its energy saving performance, generally, the
OLT is in charge of deciding sleep interval lengths of the ONU. An ONU supporting sleep mode can have
several states (e.g. Sleep state, Active state). The OLT calculates a sleep interval length of an ONU using
a sleep interval length deciding algorithm and notifies the ONU in absence of traffic [7, 11, 13, 14]. The
ONU leaves Sleep state after the assigned sleep interval period expiration and waits for the OLT’s further
instruction. The OLT invokes the ONU to stay active if there is any frame to receive and/or transmit. Oth-
erwise, the OLT instructs the ONU to move into Sleep state mentioning next sleep interval length. It needs
to mention here that whenever an ONU moves into Sleep state it loses OLT’s clock and synchronization
[10]. Therefore, after completion of Sleep state, to establish communication with the OLT, the ONU needs
to spend around 2 ms to gain OLT’s clock and synchronization [11, 13, 14]. In this paper, the time required
for gaining OLT’s clock and synchronization is referred as transition time. The power consumption of an
ONU during the transition time is almost the same as in the Active state [17].
Most of the sleep mode deciding algorithms (e.g. [5, 7, 12–14]) take into consideration only the presence 
or absence of downlink traffic while deciding sleep interval lengths for ONUs. In those solutions, authors 
consider that a sleeping ONU should leave Sleep state whenever it is interrupted due to uplink traffic arrival. 
Similarly, energy-efficiency aware TDM-PON standards (e.g. Service Interoperability in Ethernet Passive 
Optical Networks (SIEPON) IEEE 1904.1 [18] and ITU-T G.988 [19]) recommend that ONU’s Sleep state 
should be interrupted on arrival of uplink traffic (sleeping ONU should leave Sleep state upon arrival of 
uplink traffic). Leaving Sleep state before the allocated sleep interval period due to uplink traffic arrival is 
referred to as early wake-up in [16, 18, 19]. The most important limitation of the solutions that consider 
ONU early wake-up lies in the fact that, during high uplink traffic arrival scenario, an ONU will not be able 
to complete the OLT’s assigned sleep interval length, and thus an ONU will end up spending significant 
amount of energy for Sleep state to Active state transition. To solve this problem, some researchers suggest 
in their solutions that uplink and downlink traffic forwarding should take place at the same time (e.g. [20, 
21]). However, these solutions suffer from one or more major drawbacks that we explain in Section 2.
Figure 2 provides an explanation to understand the downside of early wake-up. Based on aforementioned
discussion, this figure compares two cases: (i) an ONU uses early wake-up and leaves Sleep state on uplink
traffic arrival (Fig. 2(a)) and (ii) an ONU leaves Sleep state after completing OLT’s assigned sleep interval
length, regardless the presence or absence of uplink traffic (Fig. 2(b)). It is interesting to observe from Fig.
2(a) that between the time t0 and time t1 the number of times a particular ONU-m transits from Sleep state
to Active state and the number of control messages exchanged between the OLT and ONU-m are less than
that of the second case depicted in Fig. 2(b).
In this paper, we propose Energy-efficient Uplink and Downlink Delay Aware (EUDDA) scheme for
TDM-PON system. Similar to [3, 7], we believe that the main goal of a TDM-PON operator should be
meeting the PON traffic delay requirement first, and then reduce PON energy consumption as much as
possible. Keeping this into consideration, in this paper, we come up with a novel algorithm that favors
meeting delay requirement of both uplink and downlink traffic, while saving energy of a TDM-PON as much
as possible. In particular, here both uplink and downlink traffic delay requirements are taken into account
while deciding on ONUs’ sleep mode associated parameters. Therefore, unlike an ONU in [5, 7, 12–14],
early wake-up is not required for an ONU in our EUDDA scheme. Consequently, this leads to reduce the
number of Sleep state to Active state transitions, and control messages exchanged between the OLT and an
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Fig. 2: Understanding influence of early wake-up mechanism.
ONU in our solution. Furthermore, in this paper, we propose a novel sleep mode associated control message
exchange approach between the OLT and ONUs to reduce further energy consumption in a TDM-PON.
We use 24 h real network traffic traces to evaluate the performance of EUDDA. Performance results are
compared in front of two existing solutions. Results show that EUDDA outperforms two existing solutions
in terms of frame delay, jitter and ONU energy saving performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief background of
TDM-PON and related work associated with TDM-PON energy-efficiency improvement. Section 3 presents
our EUDDA scheme. In Section 4, we compare the performance of EUDDA in front of other existing
solutions. Finally, we conclude this work in Section 5.
2. Related Work
In this section, we review existing proposals of sleep mode management in TDM-PONs.
Earlier standards of TDM-PONs (e.g. IEEE 802.3ah [8]) do not take into consideration energy-efficiency
issue. However, over the last several years, energy saving in ICT has become a significantly important re-
search issue due to stupendously large contribution of ICT in increasing CO2 footprint in the globe. In PON
research area, there has been a considerable research effort (e.g. [7, 12–14]) devoted to improving energy-
efficiency of the PON equipment (e.g. OLT, ONU). It is worth noting that, to date, most of the research
objectives is to minimize energy consumption in ONUs. It is because ONUs contribute in consuming 65%
of total energy consumption of a TDM-PON [9]. One of the most common approaches for maximizing
energy saving in ONUs is sleep mode.
Four different power saving techniques for an ONU have been introduced by ITU-T G.sup 45 [16].
These are: power shedding, doze, deep sleep mode and fast sleep mode. Power saving techniques of ITU-T
G.sup 45 are summarized below:
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• Power shedding: an ONU powers off non-essential activities or reduces supplied power in order to
reduce its energy consumption. In this case, optical link remains fully operational.
• Doze mode: an ONU switches off its transmitter (Tx), while keeping its receiver (Rx) on. This allows
the ONU to receive traffic from the OLT whenever the OLT has traffic destined to that ONU. This
power saving technique can be used when an ONU does not have any uplink traffic to forward.
• Deep sleep mode: an ONU turns off both of its Tx and Rx. When an ONU is in deep sleep mode, the
OLT does not have any chance to communicate with the ONU.
• Fast sleep: when an ONU uses fast sleep, the Tx and Rx of an ONU are turned off periodically during
a certain amount time, which is defined by the OLT. This technique is also termed as cyclic sleep.
SIEPON (Std. IEEE P1904.1) defines power saving mechanism for ONUs [18]. This standard also
specifies control messages that should be exchanged between the OLT and an ONU to facilitate sleep mode
management. In particular, two sleep mode management techniques have been defined in this standard: Tx
sleep mode, in which Tx of an ONU is turned off, and TRx sleep mode, in which an ONU switches off both
of its Tx and Rx for a defined amount of time. Tx sleep and TRx sleep mode in SIEPON are the same as the
Doze and Fast sleep mode defined by ITU-T in [16, 19], respectively.
Most of the solutions (e.g. [5–7, 13, 14]) devoted to improving energy saving in ONUs using sleep mode
take into consideration downlink traffic only while deciding on a sleep interval length of an ONU. These
solutions consider that a sleeping ONU should execute early wake-up mechanism on arrival of uplink traffic
from user premises. Authors in [5–7, 13, 22] consider that the OLT reserves a small amount of bandwidth
for the sleeping ONUs, so that all sleeping ONUs can have opportunity to make a bandwidth request to the
OLT on arrival of uplink traffic. The major limitation of early wake-up mechanism is that, during high traffic
arrival (e.g. peak hours of a day) a sleeping ONU would be forced to leave Sleep state frequently, thereby
spending significant amount of energy for the transition from Sleep state to Active state [22]. It is worth
noting that an ONU takes around 2 ms to transit from Sleep state to Active state [11, 13, 14] and power
consumption of the ONU during this period is almost the same as in the Active state [17].
To avoid interruption while an ONU in Sleep state, a number of research efforts have aimed at developing
novel sleep mode management mechanism for ONUs taking into consideration both uplink and downlink
traffic (e.g. [20, 21]). However, these studies fail to explain how sleep interval length can be dynamically
defined for different types of traffic delay requirement (strict delay requirement traffic (e.g. voice traffic) and
relaxed delay requirement traffic (e.g. HTTP traffic)).
Authors in [3] propose a potentially important algorithm to decide sleep interval length for an ONU.
However, their proposed algorithm decides sleep intervals for an ONU considering the QoS requirement of
high priority traffic. According to the solution, if an ONU queue does not have high priority traffic, the OLT
allows the ONU to sleep for maximum 10 ms (maximum sleep interval length is 10 ms). It is important to
note here that traffic arrival of an ONU is very low during off-peak hours of a day [7]. Therefore, an ONU
with 10 ms sleep interval length might have no traffic to send and/or receive after waking up from Sleep
state, consequently the ONU will end up uselessly expending energy during off-peak hours of a day for idle
listening1.
Authors in [23] propose batch-mode based transmission mechanism to reduce number of Sleep state to
Active state transition period. Authors in [24] introduce Upstream Centric Scheduling (UCS) scheme. Ac-
cording to their proposal, the OLT in a TDM-PON forwards traffic during uplink transmission of an ONU.
The major limitation of this solution is that if the downlink traffic arrival for an ONU is more than its uplink
traffic arrival, downlink traffic experience delay noticeably. One major limitation of the solutions proposed
in [23, 24] is high control message overhead associated with sleep mode management and bandwidth al-
location for both uplink and downlink transmission for an ONU. Authors in [25] refer to the shortcoming
1Idle listening refers to the cases in which an ONU leaves Sleep state to listen OLT’s instruction after turning on its power hun-
gry components; however, the OLT does not have any traffic to forward to the ONU. Therefore, an ONU ends up spending energy
unnecessarily.
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of control message overhead in energy-efficiency performance of a TDM-PON. Their findings reveal that
control message overhead associated with sleep mode management and bandwidth allocation can noticeably
reduce energy-efficiency performance of an ONU in a TDM-PON.
According to the solutions presented in [13, 14], in absence of downlink traffic of an ONU, the OLT
computes sleep interval length for an ONU and notifies it. After receiving sleep request from the OLT, the
ONU sends an acknowledgment message and moves into sleep mode turning off its power hungry com-
ponents. In these solutions, whenever an ONU wakes up from Sleep state, the OLT and ONU exchange
control message associated with sleep mode management. Authors in [13, 14], mention that throughput of
both downlink and uplink can reduce due to sleep mode associated control message exchange if the OLT
has large number of ONUs to serve. Additionally, due to both way control message exchange after an ONU
wakes up from Sleep state, the ONU needs to remain both of its Tx and Rx powered on, thus expending
significant amount of energy for sleep mode associated control message exchange. As we will see later that
there are other solutions (e.g. [6, 7]) that do not force an ONU to exchange control messages with the OLT
every time the ONU wakes up from Sleep state.
Authors in [6] propose that when an ONU does not receive traffic from the OLT in a TDM-PON during
a predefined period of time, it should move into sleep mode assuming that the OLT does not have any traffic
for it. After a certain amount of time, the sleeping ONU leaves Sleep state to check presence or absence
of downlink traffic arrival. The ONU uses an algorithm to calculate its sleep interval lengths. The same
algorithm is also used at the OLT. Therefore, the OLT is always aware of the status (Sleep state, Active
state) of the ONU. According to the solution proposed in [7], in absence to downlink traffic of an ONU,
the OLT quantifies lower bound (Tmin) and upper bound (Tmax) of sleep interval of an ONU, and notifies to
the ONU. Every time the ONU wakes up from Sleep state and finds that the OLT does not have traffic to
forward, it uses the Tmin and Tmax to calculate its sleep interval lengths using an algorithm (see Eq. (1)).
Similar to [6], in [7], the OLT uses the same algorithm that an ONU uses to determine the ONU’s status.
Therefore, the OLT always knows when the ONU is available to check presence of downlink traffic. By
doing so, these solutions can reduce number of control messages exchange between the OLT and ONUs,
thus reducing energy consumption. However, in these solutions, only downlink traffic arrival has been taken
into consideration while deciding sleep interval lengths for an ONU (rely on early wake-up mechanism
when a sleeping ONU receives an uplink traffic).
3. Proposed Energy-efficient Uplink and Downlink Delay Aware (EUDDA) Scheme
EUDDA is devised to meet downlink and uplink traffic delay requirement and minimize ONU’s energy
consumption as much as possible. As mentioned earlier, there is a strong trade-off relationship between
ONUs’ energy saving and traffic delay performance. Therefore, finding a suitable sleep interval length for
an ONU is a challenging task indeed. In this section, we present our novel EUDDA scheme, which has
mainly two objectives: (i) meeting traffic QoS in terms of TDM-PON traffic delay requirement, and (ii)
improving energy saving performance of ONUs as much as possible.
It is important to note here that EUDDA treats a strict and relaxed delay requirement traffic differently.
For strict delay requirement traffic scenario, EUDDA aims at satisfying delay requirement of 100% traffic
of an ONU. To meet this objective, in our proposal, the OLT and an ONU takes part in deciding a fixed
sleep interval length. In case of a relaxed delay requirement traffic scenario, there is a big room to maximize
ONU’s energy saving performance. In this particular case, our scheme favors saving energy as much as
possible while satisfying delay requirement of traffic. In EUDDA, an ONU having relaxed delay require-
ment traffic uses Exponentially Increment Sleep Interval Management Policy (EI-SIMP), in which an ONU
restricts its sleep interval lengths within a lower bound (Tmin) and upper bound (Tmax) while it is in sleep
mode (we will explain in the subsequent part of this section how both the OLT and ONU take part in finding
value of Tmin and Tmax in EUDDA).
3.1. EUDDA System Model
In this part, we explain our operational assumption associated with OLT and ONU in EUDDA. Similar
to [7], we suppose that a TDM-PON operator assigns traffic delay requirement for each of the ONUs in
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our solution. Figure 3 represents an OLT and an ONU functional block diagram. First, we briefly explain
functional block diagram of an OLT and ONU in EUDDA. Then, we describe the different states that an
ONU can have in EUDDA.
3.1.1. Functional Block Diagram of OLT in EUDDA
Here, we assume that the OLT performs all the functionality of a traditional OLT; for example, uplink
bandwidth allocation and downlink traffic forwarding. For EUDDA scheme, similar to [6, 7, 12], we assume
the following main functional units for the OLT:
• Uplink-downlink Bandwidth Management (UBM) Unit: The OLT receives traffic from core network
through its Service Network Interface (SNI) and forwards them if the destination ONU is available
for communication. If the destination ONU is in Sleep state, in which an ONU powers off its Tx and
Rx, the OLT should buffer those traffic. In addition, we assume that the OLT allocates bandwidth for
different ONUs taking into consideration their bandwidth requirement and traffic priority.
• Sleep Interval Management (SIM) Unit: SIM unit is in charge of maintaining three important activities
associated with ONUs’ sleep mode: (i) calculating a fixed sleep interval length for an ONU having
strict delay requirement traffic, (ii) measuring a value of Tmin and Tmax for an ONU having relaxed
delay requirement traffic, and (iii) taking part with an ONU to select appropriate sleep mode associated
parameters (e.g. Tmax, Tmin) (we explain this in details in the subsequent part of this section).
• ONU State Observation (OSO) Unit: OSO unit is responsible for keeping record of the states of
different ONUs and exchanging sleep mode associated control messages with the ONUs.
3.1.2. Functional Block Diagram of ONU in EUDDA
We assume that an ONU in EUDDA can maintain sleep mode to maximize its energy saving, besides
doing all the functionality that a traditional ONU does (e.g. uplink bandwidth request, traffic forwarding).
An ONU’s functional diagram can be separated into two parts (see Fig. 3(b)): frontend analog circuitry part
and backend digital circuitry part [10]. To reduce power consumption in ONUs, we assume that Tx and Rx
in frontend analog circuitry part of an ONU can be turned off selectively when they do not have any use,
as considered in [6, 7, 12, 25]. To manage sleep mode in ONUs, we assume that an ONU includes a State
Control Logic (SCL) and SIM unit. The role of the SIM unit in an ONU is the same as in the OLT. The role
of the SCL unit is to select an appropriate state (e.g. Sleep state, Active state) for the ONU at a given time.
We consider that when an ONU is in Sleep state turning off its Tx and Rx, all the incoming traffic received
through UNI should be buffered inside the ONU.
3.1.3. ONU States
In our solution, similar to [6, 12, 25], we assume that an ONU has four states as listed below:
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• Active state: In this state, both Tx and Rx of an ONU is turned off, thus allowing the ONU to be fully
functional. This state allows the ONU to perform both uplink and downlink communication. In this
state, an ONU consumes 4.69 W [10, 25].
• Transmission state (Tx state): This state refers to the period in which an ONU switches off its Rx,
while keeping the Tx on. An ONU can transmit uplink traffic in this state and its power consumption
is 2.99 W [25].
• Reception state (Rx state): An ONU in this state switches off the Tx and keeps all other components
on. In Rx state, an ONU can receive traffic from the OLT. Power consumption of the ONU in this state
is 1.7 W [25].
• Sleep state: This is the most energy saving state (power consumption is 0.7 W [10, 25]) since an ONU
turns off its both Tx and Rx in this state. While an ONU is in Sleep state, it can neither transmit nor
receive traffic.
Figure 4 presents ONU state transition diagram along with the conditions for different state transitions
in EUDDA.
3.1.4. Algorithm for ONU’s Sleep Interval Measurement
As mentioned earlier that our proposal has two different Sleep Interval Management Policies (SIMPs)
for strict and relaxed delay requirement traffic. Here, we explain these two different policies.
• Exponentially Incrementing SIMP (EI-SIMP): In this policy, the OLT and a particular ONU (e.g.
ONU-m) find Tmin and Tmax using Delay Requirement Aware Parameters Selection (DRAPS) algo-
rithm, which we will present in the subsequent part of this section. After deciding on the value of
sleep mode associated parameters, which are Tmin and Tmax in EI-SIMP, the ONU-m uses Eq. (1) to
calculate its j-th sleep interval length T j. The OLT also uses Eq. (1) to know when the ONU-m is
available for future communication.
T j =
{
2 j−1Tmin , 2 j−1Tmin < Tmax
Tmax , otherwise
(1)
where, j = {1, 2, ..., n}.
• Fixed Length SIMP (FL-SIMP): This is a policy in which a particular ONU-m and the OLT agree
to use a fixed length sleep interval (T f ix). Therefore, T f ix is the only one sleep mode management
related parameter in FL-SIMP case. Both the OLT and ONU-m use DRAPS algorithm to find T f ix
for the ONU-m. The prime objective of FL-SIMP is to satisfy delay requirement of 100% of traffic
having strict delay requirement of an ONU.
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3.2. EUDDA’s Algorithm for Strict and Relaxed Delay Requirement Traffic
Here, we present EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm which takes into consideration traffic arrival rate (λ) and
operator assigned delay requirement (DR) to measure sleep mode associated parameters of an ONU. It is
mentioned earlier that EUDDA treats a strict and relaxed delay requirement traffic differently. This is where
EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm comes into play. Here, we first formulate to explain how value of Tmin and
Tmax influence traffic delay. Then, we present DRAPS algorithm.
3.2.1. Traffic Delay Estimation and Discussion for EI-SIMP
In this subsection, traffic delay is quantified when Tmin, Tmax, and λ are given. Let L be the listening
interval during which the OLT and an ONU wait for their mutual instruction (e.g. sleep management asso-
ciated control message) and T j is the length of j-th sleep interval. We assume that λ follows Poisson process
similar to [7, 13, 25]. Then, sum of j-th sleep interval and listening interval is T j + L. An ONU’s sleep mode
duration (d) can be composed of one or more sleep and listening intervals (see Fig. 5). Thus, the expression
to compute total sleep and listening interval length up to T j−1 is thus expressed as follows:
S j−1 =
j−1∑
i=1
(Ti + L). (2)
Assume that e j indicates an event in which the OLT receives one of more downlink frames for an ONU-m
during the j-th monitor period.
Pr(e j = true) = 1 − e−λ(T j+L). (3)
Then the probability that the ONU-m will have j-th sleep interval is defined as [26]
Pr(n = j) = Pr(no frame is available during S j−1)
Pr(at least 1 available frame during the monitor period j)
=
j−1∏
i=1
Pr(ei = f alse)Pr(e j = true)
= e−λS j−1
{
1 − e−λ(T j+L)
}
.
(4)
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Fig. 6: Influence of the length of Tmin and Tmax on frame delay.
Let E[ · ] denotes average value. Then, frame delay for the ONU-m is expressed as follows [26]:
E[F] =
∞∑
j=1
Pr(n = j)(T j + L)
2
=
∞∑
j=1
e−λS j−1
{
1 − e−λ(T j+L)
}
(T j + L)
2
. (5)
The average amount of time the ONU-m spends in sleep mode is composed of one or more sleep and
listening intervals (see Fig. 5) before moving into active mode is quantified as follows [26]:
E[d] =
∞∑
j=1
Pr(n = j)
j∑
k=1
(Tk + L). (6)
Average amount of time required to serve all the traffic arriving during E[d] for the ONU-m is calculated
as follows:
S eL, EI =
E[d]λFs
Dr
, (7)
where, Fs is the average frame size and Dr is the TDM-PON link rate.
At this point, it is important to mention once again that one of the most important goals of EUDDA is
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to meet traffic delay requirement. Therefore, to calculate traffic delay for an ONU that uses sleep mode, we
need to not only take into consideration TDM-PON frame delay due to sleep interval length but also the
required service time of the frames that arrive during ONU’s sleep mode. Then, using Eq. (5) and (7), for
a given set of values Tmin, Tmax and λ, the total average amount of delay experienced by the last frame that
arrives during E[d] is thus expressed as follows:
E[LF] =
∞∑
j=1
e−λS j−1
{
1 − e−λ(T j+L)
}
(T j + L)
2
+
E[d]λFs
Dr
+ Tp,m, (8)
where, Tp, m is the propagation delay between the OLT and ONU-m (m = {1, 2, ..., N}).
Average frame delay results are presented in Fig. 6 based on Eq. (8) for different Tmin and Tmax values.
Figure 6(a) depicts the influence of Tmin on TDM-PON frame delay. It shows that at low arrival rate, Tmin
does not significantly affect traffic delay (this is also noticed in [7]). That is, regardless the Tmin values,
frame delay is similar in low arrival region (e.g. λ < 0.05 f rames/ms). Nevertheless, as we can observe
from this figure that with the increment of Tmin value, frame delay increases in the high λ region. Note that
when there is high frame arrival, the ONU has always frame to receive from the OLT after completing its 1st
sleep interval, which is equal to Tmin (see Eq. (1)) [7]. Therefore, the larger the Tmin value, the more frame
delay. It is worth noticing from Fig. 6(a) that for a particular Tmin value, traffic delay at low λ is very high
and then, rapidly decreases as λ increases. However, as λ gradually increases, frame delay slowly grows
up again. This phenomenon is noticeably observed for higher values of Tmin. The reason to explain this is
that for larger values of Tmin (e.g. above 16 ms), at high λ, service time of the frames that arrive during an
ONU’s sleep interval period at the OLT is comparatively higher than that of the smaller values of Tmin2.
Here, we explain the influence of Tmax on TDM-PON frame delay behavior. We can notice from Fig.
6(b) that the higher the Tmax values, the more traffic delay over the low λ region (e.g. λ < 0.05 f rames/ms).
However, in high λ region, different Tmax values provide almost the similar frame delay performance. It is
also worth noticing from Fig. 6(b) that, regardless the Tmin values, the delay performance results with the
same Tmax value are almost similar in low λ region.
3.2.2. Traffic Delay and Sleep Interval Estimation for FL-SIMP
Taking into account strict traffic delay requirement applications (e.g. teleprotection and synchrophasor
applications in Smart Grid [27], and voice conversation (it has been defined by ITU-T that in a local ex-
change voice traffic delay should be less 5 ms [3])), we introduce FL-SIMP, in which an ONU uses T f ix
when it moves into sleep mode. We consider that T f ix should be less than or equal to DR. Additionally, to
be on the safe side, we need to consider the required serving time for arrived frames during a sleep interval
period while deciding on T f ix. Then, the total service time of the frames that arrive during a sleep interval
(Tfix, i) of a particular ONU-m can be expressed as
S eL, FL =
Tfix, i λFs
Dr
. (9)
Then, to ensure that all the TDM-PON traffic of the ONU-m meet delay requirement when FL-SIMP is
imposed, we come up with the following expression:
Tfix, i + S eL, FL + Tp, m ≤ DR. (10)
3.2.3. Novel DRAPS Algorithm
EUDDA seeks to develop a sleep management policy in which meeting traffic delay requirement is
given more priority over energy saving. Even though energy saving is considered as the second goal of our
2Authors in [7] also explain the influence of Tmin and Tmax on frame delay performance. However, authors do not show the influence
of frame service time on frame delay performance of an ONU.
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proposal, DRAPS3 algorithm puts effort to maximize energy saving in ONUs as much as possible. DRAPS
applies FL-SIMP and EI-SIMP for a strict and relaxed delay requirement traffic, respectively.
In case of EI-SIMP, DRAPS finds a suitable value of Tmin and Tmax that can meet traffic delay require-
ment, while saving energy. Based on the previous discussion associated with influence of Tmin and Tmax on
traffic delay, it can be concluded that DRAPS algorithm should find suitable Tmin when traffic arrival rate is
high. We have noticed earlier that over the low traffic arrival region Tmax noticeably influences traffic delay
performance (see Fig. 6(b)), whereas Tmin negligibly affects (see Fig. 6(a)). Taking this into consideration,
we conclude that our algorithm should play with both Tmin and Tmax in low traffic arrival situation. At this
point it is important to mention that the algorithm proposed in [7] also finds suitable Tmin and Tmax for de-
ciding ONUs’ sleep interval lengths. However, unlike DRAPS algorithm, the algorithm in [7] finds either
Tmin or Tmax (it does not deal with both of them at the same time). Similar to [7], we define parameters in
Table 1 for DRAPS algorithm. Next, we present our DRAPS algorithm for EUDDA solution.
Table 1: Parameters used in DRAPS algorithm.
Notation Description
DR, DL Delay requirement of downlink traffic defined by TDM-PON operator.
DR,UL Delay requirement of uplink traffic defined by TDM-PON operator.
λDL Downlink traffic arrival rate.
λUL Uplink traffic arrival rate.
Tmax Threshold
The maximum amount of time that can be assigned to an ONU to stay
in Sleep state considering physical layer and TDM-PON protocol constrains.
Tmin Threshold
The minimum amount of time that can be assigned to an ONU to stay
in Sleep state considering physical layer and TDM-PON protocol constrains.
S Th
This represents the time difference between the last packet arrival time
and the time when the OLT decides on putting the ONU into sleep mode.
Q{Tmax 1,Tmax 2, ....,Tmax n} This set contains all the possible values of Tmax(Tmax i < Tmax i+1 and Tmax n ≤ Tmax Threshold).
R{Tmin 1,Tmin 2, ....,Tmin n} This set contains all the possible values of Tmin(Tmin i < Tmin i+1 and Tmin 1 ≥ Tmin Threshold).
S {T f ix, 1,T f ix, 2, ....,T f ix, n} This set contains all the possible values of T f ix(T f ix, i < T f ix, i+1, T f ix, 1 ≥ Tmin Threshold and T f ix, n ≤ Tmax Threshold).
λTh Decision threshold related to traffic arrival rate based policies.
Tpresent Current time.
TLast arrival (m) The last packet arrival time for a particular ONU-m.
DReq, th
Above which a delay requirement value is assumed to be relaxed
(below or equal of this is considered as a strict delay requirement).
3DRAPS algorithm is a follow-up of our earlier work in [7].
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DRAPS Algorithm: Finding Tmin and Tmax in EI-SIMP, and T f ix in FL-SIMP
Data: λTh, λ, DR, Tmax Threshold, Tmin Threshold, Q, R, S ;
/* λ = λDL if the OLT runs this algorithm. λ = λUL if an ONU runs this algorithm. */
/* DR = DR, DL if the OLT runs this algorithm. DR = DR,UL if an ONU runs this algorithm. */
Result: Tmin,Tmax, T f ix;
begin
while tpresent - TLast arrival (m) ≥ S Th do
if DR ≤ DReq, th then
Choose sleep interval management policy as FL-SIMP;
/* Calculate value of T f ix for FL-SIMP case; */
while TDelay ≤ DR do
TDelay = Tfix, i +
Tfix, i λFs
Dr
+ Tp, m;
increment i by 1;
T f ix = Tfix, i-1;
if DR > DReq, th then
Choose sleep interval management policy as EI-SIMP;
/* Calcualte value of Tmin and Tmax for EI-SIMP case. */
if λ > λTh then
Tmax = Tmax Threshold;
Tmin = f indTmin(DR, λ,Tmax,Tmin Threshold,Tp, m);
if λ ≤ λTh then
Tmax = f indTmax(DR, λ,Tmin Threshold,Tp, m);
Tmin = f indTmin(DR, λ,Tmax,Tmin Threshold,Tp, m);
/* value of Tmin and Tmax are the final outputs in EI-SIMP case, whereas value of T f ix is
the final output in FL-SIMP case. */
f indTmin: Sub-algorithm to find Tmin
Data: R, Tmax Threshold;
Result: Tmin;
begin
while Dmeasured , DR do
Dmeasured = Algorithm 1(Tmax Threshold,Tmin i, λ,Tp, m);
increment i by 1;
return Tmin i/2; /* return this value to the DRAPS algorithm. */
f indTmax: Sub-algorithm to find Tmax
Data: Q, Tmax Threshold;
Result: Tmax;
begin
while Dmeasured , DR do
Dmeasured = Algorithm 1(Tmax i,Tmin Threshold, λ,Tp, m);
increment i by 1;
return Tmax i; /* return this value to the DRAPS algorithm. */
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Algorithm 1: Sub-algorithm to measure delay
/* The calling function passes four parameters. This function uses first two parameters to assign
values of T tempmin and T
temp
max , while other two parameters are used for E[LF] calculation using Eq. (8).
*/
Data: L, λ,DT ,Tmin threshold,Tmax threshold;
Result: E[LF]; /* E[LF]: total delay experienced by the last frame. */
begin
/* Calculate E[LF] using Eq. (8) */
E[LF] =
∞∑
j=1
e−λS j−1
{
1−e−λ(T j+L)
}
(T j+L)
2 +
E[d]λFs
Dr
+ Tp,m
/* in Eq. (8), T j is measured using following expression (i.e. Eq. (1)) */
/* T j = min(2 j−1T
temp
min ,T
temp
max ); */
return E[LF]; /* return this value to the calling function. */
In EUDDA, DRAPS algorithm is used by both the OLT and ONU. One of the important roles of DRAPS
algorithm is to decide on whether a particular ONU-m can be put into sleep mode or not based on a threshold
value (S Th). If no downlink or uplink frames arrive during S Th, the DRAPS algorithm of the OLT and ONU-
m follows the following procedures.
If no frames arrive during S Th, DRAPS algorithm checks whether the assigned delay requirement for
the traffic of the ONU-m is strict or relaxed. If it finds that operator’s assigned delay requirement is a strict
delay requirement (i.e. DR ≤ DReq, th), it chooses FL-SIMP and finds a suitable fixed sleep interval length
(T f ix), that ONU-m uses when it moves into sleep mode.
Conversely, in a relaxed delay requirement case (i.e. DR > DReq, th), DRAPS algorithm selects EI-SIMP
and follows a separate procedures to find a value of Tmin and Tmax. At this point, it is worth to mention that
Tmin can significantly influence traffic delay performance in high traffic arrival region, whereas Tmax affects
traffic delay behavior negligibly in that region, as we have noticed from Fig. 6(a). Therefore, if traffic arrival
rate is above a threshold (λTh), DRAPS algorithm seeks for a suitable Tmin from the set R while Tmax is set
to Tmax Threshold similar to the algorithm in [7]. The DRAPS algorithm invokes f indTmin function to find a
suitable Tmin.
If the operator assigned delay requirement is relaxed and λ < λTh (traffic arrival rate is considerably
low), proposed DRAPS algorithm looks for obtaining suitable value of both Tmin and Tmax. Note that in this
particular case, the algorithm in [7] only seeks to find a suitable value of Tmax and sets Tmin = Tmin Threshold
(Tmin Threshold is actually the smallest possible value of Tmin). However, in this work, first, to find a suitable
Tmax that can maximize energy saving and meet operator assigned delay requirement, the DRAPS algorithm
invokes f indTmax function. Then, the f indTmax function returns with a suitable Tmax value. Note that to find
a suitable value of Tmax, the f indTmax function uses Tmin Threshold. However, we have noticed from Fig. 6(b)
that different Tmin and Tmax pairs with the same Tmax value (e.g. (Tmin = 1 ms, Tmax = 8 ms) and (Tmin = 4
ms, Tmax = 8 ms)) yield practically the same frame delay results in a low traffic arrival region. Therefore,
in our solution, DRAPS algorithm uses the Tmax value that f indTmax function returns to find the maximum
possible Tmin value that can still satisfy delay requirement (DR) using the f indTmin function. Note that using
a larger value Tmin than Tmin Threshold will lead to make our solution more energy-efficient in a low traffic
arrival region compared to the solution in [7], in which in a low traffic arrival region, only a suitable Tmax is
found while setting Tmin = Tmin Threshold. The motivation behind using larger values Tmin in this particular
scenario in our solution is that, the longer the value of Tmin, the less number of transitions from Sleep state
and idle listening periods an ONU can have, and thus the higher the energy saving in ONUs.
3.3. Proposed Operational Procedures of EUDDA
In this subsection, putting all our different contributions together, we present our novel operational
procedure. Figure 7 presents overall procedures of EUDDA. Similar to [7, 13, 14], here, we assume that the
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OLT in a TDM-PON remains always active. In EUDDA, an ONU moves into sleep mode only when it does
not have any traffic to transmit and receive. However, if an ONU does not have any uplink traffic but the
OLT has downlink traffic to transmit (or the other way around), an ONU should not move into sleep mode.
In our solution, both the OLT and an ONU use DRAPS algorithm to measure an ONU’s sleep mode
associated parameters (i.e. Tmin and Tmax in EI-SIMP or T f ix in FL-SIMP). Next, these measured sleep mode
associated parameters are passed to Parameters Sharing and Selection (PSS) algorithm, which runs also on
both the ONU and OLT (see Fig. 8). Eventually, the PSS algorithm is in charge of selecting final sleep mode
associated parameters which the ONU uses when it enters into sleep mode (we explain these procedures in
details in the subsequent part of this subsection). For a better explanation of EUDDA’s working procedures,
we assume that at a given point of time the OLT and a particular ONU (ONU-m) do not have any traffic to
exchange.
(A) If the SIM unit of the OLT finds that there is no downlink and uplink traffic arrival for the ONU-m, it
uses DRAPS algorithm to select appropriate SIMP. If FL-SIMP is selected (strict delay requirement
case), DRAPS algorithm calculates a suitable value of T f ix, which is notified to the ONU-m. Similarly,
in absence of downlink and uplink traffic arrival, the ONU-m’s SIM unit uses DRAPS algorithm to
measure a suitable value of T f ix, which in turn is forwarded to the OLT. At this point, both the OLT
and ONU-m have two suitable values of T f ix. Then, the PSS algorithm of both the OLT and ONU-m
uses the following expression to derive final value of T f ix, which the ONU-m uses as a sleep interval
length when it moves into sleep mode.
T ′f ix =
{
Ti, if Ti ≤ T ri
T ri , otherwise
, (11)
where, Ti is the value of T f ix calculated by DRAPS algorithm in a local node, whereas T ri is T f ix
value measured in a remote node. For example, if the PSS algorithm of the ONU-m uses Eq. (11) to
obtain final T f ix value, Ti and T ri should be interpreted by the PSS algorithm as calculated T f ix value
measured by the DRAPS algorithm of the ONU-m (local node) and OLT (remote node), respectively.
The same interpretation is valid when the PSS algorithm chooses final value of Tmin and Tmax in
EI-SIMP case.
If EI-SIMP is selected (relaxed delay requirement case), the DRAPS algorithm in the OLT calculates
a suitable value of Tmin and Tmax based on different important parameters (i.e. DR, DL and λDL of the
ONU-m). After deciding on the value of Tmin and Tmax, the OLT notifies the ONU-m and waits for the
reply from the ONU. In reply, the ONU-m notifies the value of Tmin and Tmax, which are calculated
by its DRAPS algorithm after taking into consideration DR,UL and λUL. Once the value of Tmin and
Tmax are exchanged between the OLT and ONU-m, the PSS algorithm of the OLT and ONU-m uses
Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) to obtain the final length of Tmin and Tmax, which will be used by the ONU-m
to manage sleep mode as long as it does not have any uplink and/or downlink traffic arrival.
T ′min =
 Tmin i, if Tmin i ≤ T rmin iT rmin , otherwise , (12)
where, Tmin i and T rmin i are interpreted by the PSS algorithm as the calculated values of Tmin by a
local node and remote node, respectively.
T ′max =
 Tmax i, if Tmax i ≤ T rmax iT rmax , otherwise , (13)
where, Tmax i and T rmax i are interpreted by the PSS algorithm as the calculated values of Tmax by a
local node and remote node, respectively.
(B) At this point, both the ONU-m and OLT know sleep mode associated parameters (i.e. Tmin and Tmax
in EI-SIMP, and T f ix in FL-SIMP). Next, the ONU-m manages sleep mode using the parameters.
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Fig. 7: Overall working procedures in EUDDA.
In case of FL-SIMP, the ONU-m moves from Sleep state to Active or Rx state after T ′f ix to listen
OLT’s instruction. In our solution, after an ONU moves from Sleep state to listen OLT’s instruction
(after Sleep state an ONU waits for L amount of time for the OLT’s instruction), the OLT directly
sends traffic to the ONU if it has something to forward. Note that it is likely that the OLT might need
to forward downlink traffic to one or more ONUs which are in Rx state or Active state waiting for
OLT’s instruction after completion of their Sleep state. In that case, the OLT needs to share downlink
bandwidth among those ONUs to forward downlink traffic. On the other hand, if the ONU has uplink
traffic to send, it sends a bandwidth request message mentioning its required amount of bandwidth
after leaving Sleep state. The OLT collects the bandwidth request and assigns a slot to the ONU-m
after taking into consideration all the bandwidth request of ONUs having uplink traffic to send. If the
ONU has neither downlink traffic to receive nor any uplink traffic to transmit, the ONU moves into
Sleep state again for T ′f ix amount of time.
In case of EI-SIMP, other than the sleep interval length calculation procedures, all other procedures
the OLT and ONU-m follow are exactly the same as explained above. In this particular case, the
ONU-m uses sleep mode associated parameters (Tmin and Tmax) to calculate a sleep interval length
based on the Eq. (1). As the OLT also knows those sleep mode associated parameters, it uses Eq. (1)
to know when the ONU-m is available for future communication.
(C) As long as there is no traffic arrival from both directions, the sleep mode associated parameters are
not changed in our solution. However, after new uplink or/and downlink traffic arrival (completion of
ONU’s sleep mode), the sleep mode associated parameters used for previous sleep mode are consid-
ered invalid for the next sleep mode. Hence, the ONU-m needs to take part in deciding the next sleep
mode associated parameters again when there is no traffic arrival during S Th, following the proce-
dures explained in (A). However, in our solution, if the OLT and ONU find that the newly calculated
parameters are the same as the previous ones, then they abstain from exchanging sleep mode associ-
ated parameters, considering previous sleep mode associated parameters as the current one. Note that
whenever an ONU needs to transmit something it needs to switch on its Tx unit, which consumes 2.99
W [12, 25]. Therefore, minimizing control message exchange associated with sleep mode manage-
ment could lead to save significant amount of energy in ONUs in our solution. Therefore, considering
this fact, the PSS algorithm, which is presented at the end of this section, decides whether newly
calculated sleep mode related parameters by DRAPS algorithm should be shared or not (see Fig. 8
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Fig. 8: Sleep mode associated parameters sharing and selection procedures of EUDDA under EI-SIMP and FL-SIMP.
for better visualization of the aforementioned procedures). Table 2 defines some of the important
parameters used in PSS algorithm.
(D) The SCL unit of ONU-m is in charge of selecting appropriate state at a given time. It selectively turns
on or off the Tx and Rx unit based on uplink and downlink communication requirement, as explained
in Fig. 4.
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Table 2: Parameters used in PSS algorithm.
Notation Description
Tmin, i Currently calculated Tmin value.
Tmin, i−1 Previously calculated Tmin value.
Tmax, i Currently calculated Tmax value.
Tmax, i−1 Previously calculated Tmax value.
Ti Currently calculated T f ix value.
Ti−1 Previously calculated T f ix value.
PSS Algorithm: Parameter selection and sharing for EI-SIMP and FL-SIMP
Data: Tmin, i, Tmin, i−1, Tmax, i, Tmax, i−1, Ti, Ti−1, T rmin, i, T
r
min, i−1, T
r
max, i, T
r
max, i−1, T
r
i , T
r
i−1;
/* a superscript “r” indicates that a particular value is measured in a remote node. For example, if this
PSS algorithm runs in a particular ONU-m, then received values from the OLT at ONU-m should
be identified with the superscript “r” (e.g. T rmin, i) (here OLT is interpreted as a remote node). */
Result: T ′min,T
′
max, T
′
f ix;
begin
if DR ≤ DReq,th then
/* Relaxed delay requirement case (EI-SIMP) */
if Tmin, i = Tmin, i−1 and Tmax, i = Tmax, i−1 then
Tmin, i ← Tmin, i−1;
Tmax, i ← Tmax, i−1;
else
Notify Tmin, i and Tmax, i to remote node; /* if this algorithm runs at an ONU, the
‘remote node’ refers an OLT, and vice versa. */
Wait for receiving newly calculated Tmin and Tmax values during L from remote node;
if receiving Tmin and Tmax value within L is true then
T rmin, i ← Received Tmin value;
T rmax, i ← Received Tmax value;
else
T rmin, i ← T rmin, i−1; /* update with previously received Tmin value. */
T rmax, i ← T rmax, i−1; /* update with previously received Tmax value. */
Use Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) to quantify final value of Tmin and Tmax with parameters Tmin, i,
T rmin, i, Tmax, i and T
r
max, i;
else
/* Strict delay requirement case (FL-SIMP) */
if Ti = Ti−1 then
Ti ← Ti−1;
else
Notify Ti to remote node;
Wait for receiving newly calculated T f ix value during L from remote node;
if receiving T f ix value within L is true then
T ri ← Received T f ix value; /* update with recently received T f ix value. */
else
T ri ← T ri−1; /* update with previously received T f ix value. */
Use Eq. (11) to quantify final value of T f ix with parameters Ti and T ri ;
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4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we compare our proposed EUDDA in front of two other solutions, which are proposed
in [7] and [11], based on real network traffic traces as depicted in Fig. 9. At this point it is worth noting
that an ONU’s sleep interval length is measured based on sleep mode associated parameters under EUDDA’
EI-SIMP and the solutions presented in [7, 11] rely on Eq. (1). This has motivated us to compare the
performance of EUDDA with the solutions introduced in [7, 11]. However, in contrast to EUDDA, the
solution in [11] uses fixed length of Tmin and Tmax always. Hence, in this section, we refer to this solution
as Fixed Tmin and Tmax Selection (FTS) solution. Unlike our solution, proposed solution in [7] finds either
a suitable value of Tmin or Tmax always for a given amount of delay requirement (Section 2 briefly explains
this work). We refer to this solution as Adaptively Tmin or Tmax Selection (ATS) solution. We compare the
performances of proposed solution with ATS and FTS by means of our C++ discrete event simulator4. To
understand performances of these solutions under real network traffic traces, traffic of eight home and eight
office users have been captured, assuming that there are 16 users served by an ONU, similar to [28].
In this section, based on real network traces, performance of EUDDA, FTS and ATS is measured in
terms of frame delay, energy consumption and jitter performance. Table 3 represents parameters used in
simulation. For convenience of result interpretation, we assume that at a given time a TDM-PON operator
assigns the same delay requirement (DR) for the traffic of both uplink and downlink direction of an ONU.
To make a fair comparison of energy consumption performances of these three solutions, we assume that
all these solutions use the same type of ONU architecture in which both the Tx and Rx can be truned on/off
selectively and there exists four states (Sleep state, Active state, Rx state, Tx state).
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(a) Downlink traffic arrival rate. (b) Uplink traffic arrival rate. 
Sampling time = 10 s
Sampling time = 1000 s
Fig. 9: Downlink and uplink frame arrival rate of 16 users under an ONU during 24 h [7].
4.1. Delay Performance
Downlink traffic delay performance results are presented in Fig. 10 for those three different solutions
(EUDDA, FTS, and ATS). To asses frame delay results, we present frame delay Cumulative Distributed
Function (CDF) for each of the solutions. We evaluate their performance under two strict and one very
relaxed delay requirement scenarios.
4.1.1. Delay Performance in Strict Delay Requirement Scenarios
Note that according to the ITU-T, in the local exchange, voice traffic delay should be less than 5 ms [3].
To asses how our proposed solution performs under such strict delay requirement scenario, we have con-
ducted simulation considering DR = 5 ms and plotted the results in Fig. 10(a). Results show that EUDDA
4The C++ discrete event simulator is developed in our work at KAIST for TDM-PONs’ performance evaluation.
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Table 3: Simulation parameters.
Description Values
Power consumption in Active state 4.69 W [10, 29]
Power consumption in Sleep state 0.7 W [10, 25]
Power consumption in Tx state 2.99 W [25]
Power consumption in Rx state 1.7 W [25, 29]
Sleep state to Active state transition period 2 ms [13, 17]
Downlink and uplink data rate 1 Gbps
Tmin Threshold 3 ms [7]
Tmax Threshold 50 ms [7]
λTh 0.05 frames/ms [7]
Tp, m 0.2 ms [7, 13]
Traffic sampling time window 10 s
Number of ONUs in a TDM-PON 16
Uplink DBA grant cycle length (Tcycle) 3 ms [25]
DReq, th 10 ms [7]
outperforms the other two solutions. In particular, it meets 100% of downlink traffic delay requirement,
whereas, ATS and FTS satisfy 94% and 85% delay requirement, respectively. This happens because the
proposed EUDDA uses the novel DRAPS algorithm which treats a strict and relaxed delay requirement
traffic differently. As this is a strict delay requirement scenario, DRAPS uses FL-SIMP (Fixed length sleep
interval management policy), the prime objective of which is to meet delay requirement of all incoming and
outgoing traffic of an ONU in a TDM-PON. On the other hand, downlink frame delay CDF performance in
ATS is superior than that of the performance result of FTS, as we can notice from Fig. 10(a). Note that both
ATS and FTS use Eq. (1), in which lower bound (Tmin) and upper bound (Tmax) are given as inputs, to decide
a sleep interval length. In both of these solutions, an ONU’s sleep interval length increases exponentially
(see Eq. (1)). ATS solution limits the size of Tmax in strict delay requirement scenarios, so that traffic delay
requirement is not violated. However, FTS does not have control over the length of Tmax, resulting in un-
restrained sleep interval increment. Consequently, FTS fails to maintain downlink traffic delay requirement
significantly in a strict delay requirement scenario, as depicted in Fig. 10(a).
Figure 10(b) presents performance evaluation results of those three solutions for another strict delay
requirement scenario. In this case, we set DR = 10 ms. This is actually a slightly relaxed delay requirement
case than the previous one (i.e. DR = 5 ms). However, it is still considered as a strict delay requirement
scenario. Therefore, EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm applies FL-SIMP, so that 100% of traffic can meet delay
requirement. As can be observed from this figure, EUDDA is the one meeting 100% delay requirement of
downlink traffic. Whereas, 96% and 93% of downlink traffic satisfy delay requirement in ATS and FTS,
respectively.
Uplink traffic delay results for EUDDA, ATS and FTS are presented in Fig. 11. We can observe EU-
DDA’s performance for DR = 5 ms and DR = 10 ms in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. Similar to the
downlink performance results, EUDDA meets 100% of uplink traffic delay requirement, as can be noticed
from these figures. This happens because EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm applies FL-SIMP to meet delay
requirement of all uplink traffic.
As it is shown in Fig. 11(a) that in ATS and FTS all uplink frames do not meet delay requirement
(DR = 5 ms). However, in case of DR = 10 ms (Fig. 11(b)), both of these solutions satisfy delay requirement
of 100% of uplink traffic. Note that both FTS and ATS apply early wake-up mechanism (an ONU leaves
Sleep state instantly on uplink traffic arrival) for the uplink traffic of ONUs. Even an ONU in those solutions
uses early wake-up, we can observe noticeable amount of delay experienced by uplink traffic from Fig. 11(a)
and (b). The possible reasons behind are explained in the following paragraph.
According to early wake-up mechanism (defined in [18, 19]), when a sleeping ONU is interrupted due
to uplink traffic arrival, it should leave Sleep state and complete synchronization and OLT’s clock recovery,
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Fig. 10: Downlink frame delay performance comparison under strict delay requirement scenarios.
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Fig. 11: Uplink frame delay performance comparison under strict delay requirement scenarios.
and then make bandwidth request to the OLT using a dedicated slot [13, 18, 22]. Upon receiving ONU’s
bandwidth request, the OLT assigns an uplink transmission slot within the next DBA grant cycles. It is worth
to note that, after making bandwidth request to the OLT, an ONU might need to wait at most two DBA grant
cycles for receiving its uplink transmission slot related information from the OLT [13]. Therefore, this is
one of the important factors that could affect uplink traffic delay performance significantly in those solutions
where early wake-up mechanism is employed (e.g. FTS [11] and ATS [7]). Another important reason that
could contribute in increasing uplink traffic delay of a particulate ONU is the amount of uplink bandwidth
demand of other ONUs in the same TDM-PON system. If at a given time the uplink traffic arrival of ONUs
are high, an ONU might end up receiving uplink transmission bandwidth less than its requested amount.
In fact, this phenomenon could lead to increase uplink frame delay and frame drop due to ONU’s buffer
overflow. Therefore, even an ONU in FTS and ATS leaves Sleep state instantly on uplink traffic arrival, the
traffic could experience delay due to these reasons. Since FTS and ATS use the same principle (i.e. early
wake-up mechanism) for uplink traffic, their delay performance are almost identical as depicted in Fig. 11.
FTS and ATS can provide satisfactory uplink traffic delay performance; however, they cannot meet
100% of downlink traffic delay requirement in a strict delay requirement scenario. Therefore, this draws
us to the conclusion that FTS and ATS cannot be dispensed in a TDM-PON in which an operator seeks to
meet 100% of traffic delay requirement in a strict delay requirement scenario and manage sleep mode in
ONUs in order to maximize energy-efficiency of the TDM-PON system. At this point, it is worth to note
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Fig. 12: Downlink and uplink frame delay performance comparison under a relaxed delay requirement scenario.
that proposed EUDDA not only meets delay requirement of 100% of downlink and uplink traffic of an ONU
but also shows noticeably energy saving performance improvement compared to two other solutions (we
present an ONU’s energy consumption results when EUDDA is in place in subsection 4.3).
4.1.2. Delay Performance in a Relaxed Delay Requirement Scenario
Next we present performance results of EUDDA, ATS and FTS under a very relaxed delay requirement
scenario (i.e. DR = 40 ms). Figure 12(a) and (b) illustrate downlink and uplink traffic delay performance
for those three solutions, respectively.
As this is a relaxed delay requirement scenario, EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm imposes EI-SIMP (expo-
nentially incrementing sleep interval management policy). Similar to ATS and FTS, our proposed EUDDA
uses Eq. (1) to calculate ONUs’ sleep interval lengths in EI-SIMP. However, unlike FTS (uses fixed length
of Tmin and Tmax) and ATS (finds either a suitable value of Tmin or Tmax), EUDDA seeks to find a suitable
value Tmin and Tmax at the same time. The prime objective in EUDDA under a relaxed delay requirement
scenario (e.g. DR = 40 ms) is to reduce an ONU’s energy consumption as much as possible and meet traffic
delay requirement. Results presented in Fig.12(a) and (b) show that all these solutions meet both downlink
and uplink traffic delay requirement successfully. However, we can observe from these figures that EUDDA
is showing the worst delay performance (but none of the traffic violates delay requirement boundary in EU-
DDA) compared to FTS and ATS. This is so because EUDDA deliberately uses larger values Tmin and Tmax,
so that an ONU’s energy saving performance can be maximized remarkably (see energy saving performance
of EUDDA under a relaxed delay requirement scenario in Fig. 14).
4.2. Jitter Performance
Jitter performance of these three solutions are quantified based on the following equation [30, 31].
j =
√√
1
NF
NF∑
k=1
(xk − x¯)2, (14)
where, NF is the total number of frames in a particular direction (e.g. downlink), xk is the delay experienced
by k-th frame and x¯ is the mean delay of NF frames.
Jitter or delay variance can have significant influence on voice and video quality. It is desired to have
smaller jitter value while delivering high-quality voice transmission [3]. Table 4 compares uplink and down-
link traffic jitter performance of EUDDA in front of two other solutions under a strict (DR = 10 ms) and
relaxed delay requirement (DR = 40 ms) scenario. Note that ATS [7] is also a delay requirement aware solu-
tion. Therefore, here, we also present ATS’s jitter performance for both strict and relaxed delay requirement
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scenarios. Unlike ATS and EUDDA, meeting traffic delay requirement is not a concern in FTS. Therefore,
in this case, a single result is reported for each communication direction in Table 4.
We can notice from Table 4 that jitter performance of EUDDA for both downlink and uplink traffic is
noticeably better than that of other two solutions in DR = 10 ms scenario. This good performance is reached
since EUDDA applies FL-SIMP in a strict delay requirement scenario. In FL-SIMP, after entering into sleep
mode, an ONU uses a fixed length of sleep interval, which is decided by the OLT and ONU after taking into
consideration several important parameters including operator’s imposed traffic delay requirement (DR) for
the ONU. Consequently, EUDDA not only can improve jitter performance compared to other solutions but
also meet traffic delay requirement (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) in each strict delay requirement scenario.
Table 4 shows that jitter performance in ATS for the strict delay requirement case is worse than EUDDA.
An explanation of this is as follows. ATS always uses Eq. (1) to calculate sleep interval length after deciding
on value of Tmin and Tmax. According to this solution, sleep interval length increases exponentially as long
as there is no traffic for a particular ONU. During low traffic arrival period, sleep interval length could reach
up to its maximum value (Tmax). Therefore, during that period, if ATS fails to choose an appropriate Tmax
value, long sleep interval lengths of an ONU could result in violating assigned traffic delay requirement.
This also results in worsening jitter performance compared to EUDDA in which 100% of traffic satisfy
delay requirement (see Fig. 10(a) and (b)). Similarly, FTS, which uses fixed value of Tmin and Tmax without
being aware of delay requirement of traffic, shows the worst performance in terms of traffic delay and jitter
among all three solutions when DR = 10 ms (strict delay requirement scenario) as we can observe from Fig.
10(b) and Table 4, respectively.
We can also notice uplink traffic jitter performance from Table 4. Similar to the downlink traffic jitter
results, EUDDA is the one showing the least jitter value among uplink traffic jitter performances of all three
solutions when DR = 10 ms. Note that both ATS and FTS experience higher uplink delay than EUDDA in a
strict delay requirement scenario (see Fig. 11(a) and (b)). This results in increasing jitter value in ATS and
FTS compared to the uplink jitter result of EUDDA when DR = 10 ms.
When delay requirement is relaxed (DR = 40 ms), FTS is showing the least downlink traffic jitter value
among all three solutions, as can be noticed from Table 4. Note EUDDA applies EI-SIMP in a relaxed delay
requirement scenario. In this case, both EUDDA and ATS increase sleep interval length deliberately in order
to maximize energy saving while meeting traffic delay requirement. Consequently, this results in increasing
delay of downlink traffic in ATS and EUDDA compared to FTS (see Fig. 12(a)), thereby providing poorer
jitter performance compared to FTS.
The same table presents uplink traffic jitter performance when DR = 40 ms. As mentioned earlier,
EUDDA deliberately chooses a larger value of Tmin and Tmax in order to maximize energy saving in a
relaxed delay requirement scenario. This results in worsening uplink frame delay performance of EUDDA
compared to FTS and ATS (but, none of the traffic violates delay requirement boundary in EUDDA (see
Fig. 12(b))). And the same cause is responsible for increasing jitter value of uplink traffic in EUDDA when
DR = 40 ms compared to ATS and FTS, in which an ONU uses early wake-up mechanism.
Table 4: Jitter performance comparison.
Solution FTS EUDDA ATS
DR = 10 ms DR = 40 ms DR = 10 ms DR = 40 ms
Downlink
jitter 5.280 ms 2.133 ms 8.956 ms 2.644 ms 7.097 ms
Uplink
jitter 2.188 ms 2.147 ms 9.282 ms 2.164 ms 2.175 ms
Note that even ATS and EUDDA show inferior jitter performance in a relaxed delay requirement scenario
(i.e. DR = 40 ms) compared to FTS, their jitter performance is still acceptable for most of the traffic
with relaxed delay requirement (e.g. VBR (Variable Bit Rate) traffic, which is regarded as a relaxed delay
requirement traffic [7], has jitter performance requirement ranging from 30 ms to 50 ms [32]).
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4.3. ONU Energy Consumption Performance
In this subsection, we compare an ONU’s energy consumption performance in EUDDA, ATS and FTS.
We quantify energy consumption performance as the portion that EUDDA, FTS and ATS expend compared
to the solution in which an ONU is always active (e.g. IEEE 802.3ah [8]). We refer to the solution as Always
Active (AA) solution. Figure 13 and Fig. 14 represent ONU’s energy consumption performance for a strict
and relaxed delay requirement scenario, respectively.
4.3.1. Energy Consumption Performance in Strict Delay Requirement Scenarios
Figure 13(a) depicts energy consumption performance of those three different solutions when DR =
5 ms. Note that this is a strict delay requirement scenario. Therefore, EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm selects
FL-SIMP, so that all frames can meet delay requirement (see Fig. 10 and 11). Energy consumption results
presented in Fig. 13(a) (for every 2 hours) show that in most cases EUDDA outperforms the other solutions.
Global energy consumption results (24 hours’ energy consumption) relative to AA solution for this strict
delay requirement case are: 36.4% for FTS, 42% for ATS and 33.6% for EUDDA. These results impart that
EUDDA is the most energy-efficient solution among all three solutions even in a strict delay requirement
scenario.
Figure 13(b) presents energy consumption performance evaluation results for those solutions for another
strict delay requirement scenario (DR = 10 ms). Although this is a strict delay requirement scenario, it is
still bit relaxed delay requirement case than the previous one. Therefore, EUDDA has bigger opportunity
to save energy in this case. Similar to the previous delay requirement case, EUDDA is consuming the least
amount of energy compared to two other solutions as can be observed from Fig. 13(b). Therefore, in both of
these strict delay requirement scenarios, EUDDA appears as the most energy-efficient solution among these
three solutions. The following paragraphs explain why EUDDA outperforms the other solutions even in a
strict delay requirement scenario.
As previously mentioned that EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm uses FL-SIMP for strict delay requirement
case. It is worth to mention here that the average sleep interval length of an ONU under FL-SIMP is smaller
than that of ATS and FTS, in which an ONU’s sleep interval length increases exponentially up to a Tmax
value. Consequently, energy saving performance in FTS and ATS is supposed to be superior than that of
our proposed solution (EUDDA). However, interestingly, looking at the results presented in Fig. 13(a)
and (b), we can realize that EUDDA can still provide better energy saving performance compared to other
two solutions. The reason behind this is that EUDDA’s sleep mode associated control message exchange
policy plays significantly important role in reducing number of control messages, thereby minimizing energy
consumption ([25] explains how number of control messages could affect energy-efficiency of an ONU with
sleep mode enabled). EUDDA’s PSS algorithm, which runs on both the OLT and ONU side, contributes
in reducing sleep mode associated control message exchange between the OLT and ONU significantly (see
Fig. 8). Additionally, similar to [6, 7], an ONU in EUDDA does not exchange any control message with the
OLT as long as it is in sleep mode. This is possible because, the OLT always knows an ONU’s sleep pattern.
Note that, unlike ATS and FTS, EUDDA does not use early wake-up mechanism. An ONU should
leave Sleep state instantly to make uplink bandwidth request on arrival of uplink traffic when it uses early
wake-up mechanism [5, 7, 13, 18, 19]. Note that every time an ONU leaves Sleep state, it spends 2 ms
for transition [11, 13] (an ONU’s energy consumption during this transition is the same as in the Active
state [17]). The frequency of occurring early wake-up rises during high arrival region of uplink traffic of
a day. Consequently, an ONU in ATS and FTS ends up spending large portion of energy due to spending
significant amount of time in transition. By contrast, proposed EUDDA takes into consideration both uplink
and downlink traffic delay requirement, and arrival rate while deciding on sleep mode associated parameters
for an ONU. This contributes not only to meet both uplink and downlink traffic delay requirement but also
to minimize energy consumption of ONUs.
4.3.2. Energy Consumption Performance in a Relaxed Delay Requirement Scenario
In this part, we explain energy consumption performance results of those three solutions under a relaxed
delay requirement scenario. Figure 14 depicts energy consumption performance when DR = 40 ms. As this
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(a)   DR = 5 ms.
(b)   DR = 10 ms.
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Fig. 13: ONU energy consumption in different solutions compared to AA solution under strict delay requirement scenarios.
is a relaxed delay requirement scenario, EUDDA aims at saving energy as much as possible. Note, EUDDA’s
DRAPS algorithm chooses EI-SIMP, in which an ONU’s sleep interval length exponentially increases, for
a relaxed delay requirement scenario. Therefore, all these three solutions rely on Eq. (1) to measure sleep
interval lengths of an ONU (in all three solutions, an ONU’s sleep interval length grows exponentially from
a Tmin to Tmax value). Looking into Fig. 14, we can observe that an ONU can reduce energy consumption
significantly when proposed EUDDA is in place. Energy consumption in EUDDA ranges between 18% to
23% of AA solution, in which an ONU remains active (on) always. Whereas, energy consumption in ATS
and FTS account for approximately 19% to 36% and 24% to 60%, respectively. Global energy consumption
results relative to AA solution in this relaxed delay requirement case are: 19.3% for EUDDA, 25.7% for
ATS and 36.4% for FTS.
When EI-SIMP is imposed, the main role of DRAPS algorithm is to find a suitable value Tmin and Tmax
that can maximize ONU’s energy saving as much as possible without violating traffic delay requirement.
Proposed DRAPS seeks to find a large value of Tmin in high traffic arrival region (λ > λTh), so that an
ONU can sleep longer. And consequently, number of idle listening time and transition period from Sleep
state of the ONU reduces, thereby improving energy saving performance. On the other hand, it sets Tmax =
Tmax Threshold. ATS does the same in high traffic arrival region.
Conversely, in low traffic arrival region (λ ≤ λTh), ATS seeks to find a suitable Tmax value, setting Tmin =
Tmin Threshold (Tmin Threshold is the lowest possible value of Tmin). Indeed, selecting sleep interval length of an
ONU from Tmin Threshold, which is usually a small value ([7] and [25] assume 3 ms), is definitely expending
ONU’s energy unnecessarily in a relaxed delay requirement scenario like DR = 40 ms. Note that the smaller
the value Tmin, the smaller the sleep interval lengths an ONU can have (see Eq. (1)), and thus the higher the
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Fig. 14: ONU energy consumption in different solutions compared to AA solution under a relaxed delay requirement scenario.
idle listening time and transition period from Sleep state (during idle listening time and transition period an
ONU spends energy unnecessarily). Therefore, unlike ATS, EUDDA’s DRAPS algorithm seek to find a large
value of Tmin in low traffic arrival region also. Additionally, it finds a suitable value of Tmax to restrict growth
of an ONU’s sleep interval length up to a certain point, so that traffic delay requirement is not violated. By
contrast to ATS and EUDDA, the value of Tmin and Tmax remain always same in FTS. Consequently, there is
no energy saving performance improvement in FTS even in a relaxed delay requirement scenario (see Fig.
14). Additionally, not surprisingly, energy saving performance of both FTS and ATS is adversely affected
due to early wake-up mechanism in this relaxed delay requirement scenario.
5. Conclusion
It is practical to consider that a TDM-PON system should give more importance in meeting traffic delay
requirement over its energy saving performance. It is because a PON operator cannot sacrifice traffic QoS
for the sake of improving network energy-efficiency. Therefore, we aimed at developing a solution that not
only meets traffic delay requirement but also saves energy. Our proposed EUDDA has two sleep mode man-
agement polices: FL-SIMP and EI-SIMP. These are selected based on operator’s imposed delay requirement
for an ONU. Towards this end, proposed EUDDA appears as a very energy-efficient solution while meeting
traffic delay requirement. EUDDA can meet two contradictory goals (energy saving and satisfying delay
requirement) because it uses a novel DRAPS algorithm, which selects appropriate sleep mode associated
parameters for ONUs under two different sleep mode management policies (FL-SIMP and EI-SIMP). Aside
from that, EUDDA follows novel sleep mode associated control message exchange approach with the ob-
jective of reducing number of control messages exchange between the OLT and ONUs, thus maximizing
energy saving. Performance evaluation of EUDDA shows that it can meet delay requirement of 100% of
uplink and downlink traffic under both strict and relaxed delay requirement scenarios. Moreover, the over-
all global energy saving performance shows that EUDDA consumes 33.6% and 19.3% of AA solution, in
which an ONU remains always active (on), in a strict and relaxed delay requirement scenario, respectively.
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